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INTRODUCTION 
On March 26, 2017, Errol Gerber1 visited a friend who lived in the 
Bronx and installed a wall mount shelf for her. After he finished, he left 
her house to drive to his home in Brooklyn. Before getting on the road, 
he decided to stop at a grocery store to buy food. 
As Errol walked back to his car, a police officer stopped him. The 
officer saw something clipped to his jeans pocket, reached into his pocket 
and pulled out a folding knife. With an aggressive flick of his wrist, the 
officer opened the knife, and the blade locked into place. Errol never 
opened his knife in that manner, nor did he ever see his knife opened that 
way. Errol worked as a superintendent for an apartment building in 
Brooklyn and used the knife in the course of his employment duties. Even 
though Errol had no criminal record and was never convicted of any kind 
of offense, the officer arrested him on a misdemeanor weapons possession 
charge and processed him through Central Booking. The following day, 
Errol was brought before a judge and arraigned on one count of Criminal 
Possession of a Weapon in the Fourth Degree, for allegedly possessing a 
gravity knife. That he used the knife for lawful purposes, and that he was 
unaware that his knife, which he bought in a retail store in New York, 
could be classified as an illegal weapon, was irrelevant. As the law is 
written by the legislature and interpreted by the courts, Errol was guilty 
of the charge. After several unsuccessful attempts to dismiss the case, Er-
rol reluctantly pled guilty to Disorderly Conduct, a violation, in exchange 
for a conditional discharge. 
Errol’s case is a classic example of the unfairness of New York’s 
gravity knife law. This is a recurring tale for thousands of people across 
the city. Many hardworking New Yorkers are prosecuted for possessing 
knives that they innocently bought from legitimate business establish-
ments, while the stores themselves have never been prosecuted. The man-
ner in which courts in New York interpret the law has made it virtually 
impossible to either successfully defend against it or challenge its consti-
tutionality. Searches and seizures involving gravity knives are also diffi-
cult to challenge because of bizarre and unreasonable guidelines set forth 
by New York’s highest court. Recent and repeated efforts to change the 
law have been unsuccessful. Thus, thousands of New Yorkers, most of 
them either Black or Latino, continue to be prosecuted for possessing 
knives used as tools for their trade or other lawful purposes, not knowing 
 
 1 Names of former clients have been changed for purposes of maintaining confidential-
ity. 
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that such knives could be deemed illegal in New York. Simply put, this 
reality is unjust. 
This article is divided into three parts. Part I addresses the history of 
gravity knives and gravity knife legislation in New York. Part II summa-
rizes how the law is applied, both by law enforcement officers on the 
street, and by the courts; and the implications of how the law is enforced. 
This part also presents efforts to challenge the constitutionality of the law, 
as well as the difficulties of getting such charges dismissed on grounds 
other than merit. Part III documents the attempts made to change the law 
and explains why such attempts have been unsuccessful. The article then 
concludes and sets forth the reasons why New York’s gravity knife law, 
as it is enforced in New York State and almost exclusively in New York 
City, promotes injustice. 
I.   THE HISTORY OF GRAVITY KNIVES AND GRAVITY KNIFE LEGISLATION 
An examination of the history of gravity knife legislation takes us 
back to the year 1909. In that year, the New York State legislature enacted 
a per se ban on a number of enumerated weapons, including “slungshot[s], 
bill[ies], sandclub[s] or metal knuckle[s].”2 Possession of any of these 
weapons was a felony, and the possessor’s intent was irrelevant.3 This list 
was expanded in 1930 to include other weapons, as well as various kinds 
of knives possessed with the intent of unlawful use.4 Twenty-four years 
later, New York banned the sale and possession of switchblade knives, 
defined as knives with “a blade which opens automatically by hand pres-
sure applied to a button, spring, or other device in the handle of the 
knife . . . .”5 Supporters of the new law claimed that switchblade knives 
were commonly used to commit violent crimes.6 This law was amended 
in 1956 to prohibit possession of switchblade knives for work-related pur-
poses.7 
After the criminalization of switchblade knives, a new kind of 
knife emerged as the “‘legal’ successor to the switchblade . . . .”8 The 
gravity knife: 
[H]as a blade which is released from the handle or sheath thereof 
by the force of gravity or the application of centrifugal force and 
 
 2 United States v. Irizarry, 509 F. Supp. 2d 198, 206 (E.D.N.Y. 2007) (quoting N.Y. 
PENAL LAW § 1897 (Banks Law Publishing Co. 1909)). 
 3 Id. (citing N.Y. PENAL LAW § 1897). 
 4 Id. (citation omitted). 
 5 Id. (quotation omitted). 
 6 See id. (quotation omitted). 
 7 Id. (citation omitted). 
 8 Irizarry, 509 F. Supp. 2d 198, 206 (E.D.N.Y. 2007) (citation omitted). 
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which, when released, is locked in place by means of a button, 
spring, lever, or other device.9  
Gravity knives were understood to be knives “in which a long blade 
slides by its own weight out of a hollow handle and locks in place.”10 
These knives were also understood to include knives “with a button that 
keeps the blade concealed. When the button is pushed, disengaging the 
blade, a flip of the wrist or simply holding the knife pointed down will set 
the blade in place for cutting.”11 The manner in which the blade ejected 
from the handle was the same, regardless of how the knife was opened. 
This suggests that gravity knives, as understood back then, opened both 
on force of gravity and with a flip of the wrist. Unlike switchblade knives, 
these new kinds of knives did not rely upon buttons or levers for opening, 
but only for disengaging the blade itself.12 
Gravity knives were quickly decried as the “new tool for teenage 
crime,” and calls to ban the knives grew.13 In late 1957, the newly formed 
“Committee to Ban Teen-age Weapons” began lobbying for a ban and 
campaigned to collect 250,000 signatures in support of a law codifying 
the ban.14 Proposals of a ban had widespread support among law enforce-
ment.15 In February 1958, the New York City Council passed a resolution 
calling on the New York State legislature to ban gravity knives.16 That 
same month, the New York Court of Special Sessions handed down a de-
cision opining that gravity knives were in the same category as switch-
blade knives and convicted a salesperson for violating New York’s 
switchblade knife prohibition.17 The following month, the New York 
State legislature heeded the call from the City Council, the Queens Grand 
Jurors Association, and other organizations, and banned the possession 
and sale of gravity knives.18 The prohibition of both gravity and switch-
blade knives is embodied in section 265.01(1) of the Penal Law, and the 
definition of “gravity knife” remains the same as when the law was first 
 
 9 Id. at 207. 
 10 Ban Asked on Teen-agers’ Weapons, N.Y. TIMES, 12 (Feb. 7, 1958), 
https://perma.cc/9UHE-V3. 
 11 Court Bans Sales of Gravity Knives, N.Y. TIMES, 21 (Feb. 6, 1958), 
https://perma.cc/QS5V-BKDF. 
 12 See Emma Harrison, Group Seeks Ban on Gravity Knives,  N.Y. TIMES ( Dec. 19, 1957), 
at 42, https://perma.cc/Q2HK-KSJ4. 
 13 Irizarry, 509 F. Supp. 2d at 207. 
 14 Harrison, supra note 12; Ban Asked on Teen-agers’ Weapons, supra note 10. 
 15 Irizarry, 509 F. Supp. 2d at 207 (quotation omitted). 
 16 Id. 
 17 Court Bans Sales of Gravity Knives, supra note 11. 
 18 Irizarry, 509 F. Supp. 2d at 207. 
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enacted.19 Later that year, the federal government passed a law prohibit-
ing the importation and interstate transport of gravity knives and switch-
blades.20 This ban “effectively killed the domestic market . . . “ and led to 
gravity knives “largely vanish[ing] from store shelves.”21 
An examination of New York’s prohibition of switchblade knives 
and gravity knives has a common theme. Both are knives with fully con-
cealed blades that open quickly and easily, and lock into place. It also 
appears that the blades of the gravity knives designed during that time 
“shoot forth” much in the same way that the blades of switchblade knives 
do; the only difference is the mechanism by which the blade ejects from 
the handle.22 Because of the ease in opening the blades, there is a clear 
logic behind why people with criminal intentions would like such knives, 
and why the state would seek to ban them. However, pocketknives and 
folding knives were never uniformly banned in New York.23 The ban on 
gravity and switchblade knives was not designed to include ordinary 
pocketknives and folding knives, knives where the blade folds into the 
handle. 
The history of pocketknives predates the Common Era.24 Pocket-
knives were historically used for peasant occupations and skills such as 
farming and craftsmanship, and the construct of pocketknives has evolved 
over time.25 Some pocketknives have locking mechanisms for released or 
opened blades, while others do not. Knives with blade-locking mecha-
nisms are preferred by many people because it allows for safe usage and 
carriage. For example, a person can use the knife without fear that the 
blade might close up on them during use. Additionally, when the knife is 
not in use, a person can conceal the blade to prevent accidental injury. 
Pocketknives existed long before gravity and switchblade knives were 
banned, and in most of New York, are still considered legal folding 
knives. New York City, however, is a different story. 
 
 19 N.Y. PENAL LAW §§ 265.00(5), 265.01 (McKinney 2018). 
 20 Federal Switchblade Act, Pub. L. No. 85–623, 72 Stat. 562. (1958) (codified as 
amended 15 U.S.C. § 1241–1244 (2018)). 
 21 See Jon Campbell, How a ‘50s-Era New York Knife Law Has Landed Thousands in 
Jail, VILLAGE VOICE (Oct. 7, 2014), https://perma.cc/WP9K-5GCZ. 
 22 See, e.g., Harrison, supra note 12 (“Judge Cone selected a sleek, silverfish object from 
weapons that the committee had on display. He flicked his wrist sharply downward and the 
long blade shot forth and anchored firmly in position” (emphasis added)). 
 23 See Irizarry, 509 F. Supp. 2d at 205-08; New York Knife Laws, KNIFE UP, 
https://perma.cc/TL8L-U83S. 
 24 The Complete History of the Pocket Knife, GALLANTRY (Aug. 2, 2016), 
https://perma.cc/HR7E-D7NG. 
 25 Id. 
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II.   HOW THE LAW IS APPLIED 
When the anti-gravity knife law was passed in 1958, gravity knives 
referred to particular kinds of knives which opened quickly and easily, 
and were primarily used as weapons.26 Since the state and federal bans, 
gravity knives have all but disappeared in New York.27 Now, people in 
New York City are arrested under this law for possessing pocketknives 
that bear little resemblance to the knives targeted by that law.28 This is 
partly due to how New York City courts and law enforcement define 
“centrifugal force.”29 This also came about because of how difficult the 
New York judiciary has made it to defend against the law and challenge 
its constitutionality. 
A. What is Centrifugal Force? 
The term, “centrifugal force” is not defined in the Penal Law.30 The 
Merriam-Webster dictionary defines centrifugal force as “the apparent 
force that is felt by an object moving in a curved path that acts outwardly 
away from the center of rotation.”31 Usually, an explanation of centrifugal 
force requires a discussion or explanation of “centripetal force.” Centrip-
etal force is viewed as the opposite of centrifugal force and refers to “the 
force that is necessary to keep an object moving in a curved path and that 
is directed inward toward the center of rotation.”32 Centrifugal force, as 
demonstrated by the dictionary definition, is an apparent force—in some 
sources, it is even described as a fictitious or pseudo force.33 How exactly 
these concepts apply in the opening of folding knives, however, is un-
clear. 
Centrifugal and centripetal force are physics concepts, so perhaps it 
would make sense to consult a physics expert. But this author did confer 
with physics experts while preparing for trial on a gravity knife case, and 
the answers received—while admittedly few—did little to shed light on 
these concepts. One physics professor concluded that the folding knife in 
question in the case—a folding knife sold by AutoZone stores in New 
York City—opened by “inertial force,” although she could not rule out 
 
 26 See Harrison, supra note 13; Ban Asked on Teen-agers’ Weapons, supra note 11. 
 27 Campbell, supra note 22. 
 28 Id. 
 29 See supra definition of “gravity knife” accompanying note 9. 
 30 See N.Y. PENAL LAW § 265.00 (McKinney 2018); see also United States v. Irizarry, 
509 F. Supp. 2d 198, 206 (E.D.N.Y. 2007). 
 31 Centrifugal force, MERRIAM–WEBSTER DICTIONARY, https://perma.cc/E4ZE-M9ER. 
 32 Centripetal force, MERRIAM–WEBSTER DICTIONARY (2018), https://perma.cc/R6GK-
UW43. 
 33 Centrifugal force, ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA, https://perma.cc/56Y4-2HV3. 
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centrifugal force as a possible means of opening.34 A second physics ex-
pert opined that knives which are readily opened with one hand likely 
constitute gravity knives, while knives that opened with two hands are 
utility knives.35 He also wrote as follows: “Acceleration, in particular cen-
tripetal acceleration, can often be used to simulate gravity, so a knife that 
could be opened by acceleration, caused by the motion of one hand, could 
(should) also be classified as a form of gravity knife.”36 Yet another pro-
fessor, while acknowledging his lack of expertise in this particular field 
of physics, noted that “what you are up against is one of the long-running 
terminological issues in basic physics: ‘centrifugal force’’ is a not well 
defined term that basically refers to a combination of inertia (conservation 
of linear momentum) and conservation of angular momentum.”37 A fourth 
expert surmised that the type of knife in question was a variation of a 
switchblade knife.38 Thus, even amongst physics experts, there is a lack 
of clarity as to the definition of centrifugal force in the context of opening 
a knife. Consequently, there is no certainty that the pocketknives that po-
lice officers seize from New Yorkers actually open based on the applica-
tion of centrifugal force. 
B. The “Wrist-Flick” Test 
With no definition of the term by the legislature, and with no clear 
agreement on a definition of centrifugal force, how do police officers de-
cide whether pocketknives which do not open on the force of gravity are, 
in fact, gravity knives? The method used is the “Wrist-Flick” test. This 
test purports to operate exactly as the name suggests: if the knife opens 
with the flick of a wrist, then the NYPD classifies the knife as a gravity 
knife.39 This might sound reasonable, considering that the historical grav-
ity knife was opened with the flip of the wrist and/or on the force of grav-
ity. However, applying this test to common folding knives is unreasonable 
because such knives can be classified as illegal weapons if anyone can 
open it with a more aggressive flick of a wrist, even if the person who 
 
 34 Telephone Interview with Rachel Rosen, Assistant Professor, Columbia Univ. (Jan. 4, 
2017). 
 35 Email from Joel Gersten, Adjunct Summer Lecturer, Columbia Univ., to author (Dec. 
28, 2016, 13:09 EST) (on file with author). 
 36 Id. 
 37 Email from Andrew Millis, Professor, Dep’t of Physics, Columbia Univ., to author 
(Dec. 28, 2016, 10:42 EST) (on file with author). 
 38 Email from Andre Adler, Clinical Professor, New York Univ., to author (Dec. 27, 2016, 
16:02 EST) (on file with author). 
 39 Copeland v. Vance, 230 F. Supp. 3d 232, 238-242 (S.D.N.Y. 2017). 
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possesses such a knife is unable to do so. The absurdity of such a classi-
fication can be aptly demonstrated by examining the arrests of Clayton 
Baltzer, Pedro Perez and John Copeland. 
Clayton Baltzer, a bible-college student in Pennsylvania, took a field 
trip to New York City with his fine arts class in March 2012.40 He and his 
class were at the Times Square subway station when a police officer 
grabbed him and seized a pocketknife clipped to his pants.41 The officer 
tried several times with no success to open the knife using the Wrist-Flick 
test, so he called another officer over.42 The second officer was able to 
open the knife after several tries using the test.43 Baltzer was arrested and 
charged with misdemeanor weapons possession.44 Ultimately, Baltzer 
pled guilty to a violation and received two days of community service.45 
Pedro Perez, a resident of Manhattan, purchased a folding knife in 
early 2008 to use in his craft as an artist.46 Two years later, a police lieu-
tenant who observed the knife clipped to his pocket stopped Perez in a 
subway station.47 What happened next is a matter of dispute; the lieuten-
ant claims that the knife opened upon his application of the Wrist-Flick 
test, while Perez asserts that the officers were unable to open the knife 
with that method, but arrested him anyway “based on the possibility that 
someone could do so . . . .”48 Either way, Perez was arrested and charged 
with misdemeanor weapons possession.49 He ultimately accepted an Ad-
journment in Contemplation of Dismissal (A.C.D.) and agreed to perform 
seven days of community service.50 
John Copeland, also a resident of Manhattan, purchased a folding 
knife in October 2009 to use in his profession as a painter and sculptor.51 
Shortly after purchasing the knife, he showed the knife to two different 
police officers, both of whom attempted to open the knife using the Wrist-
Flick test and were unable to do so.52 Copeland was never able to open 
 
 40 Murray Weiss, NYPD’s Zero Tolerance Stop-and-Frisk Policy Lands Seminary Student 
in Cell, DNA INFO (May 21, 2012, 7:06 AM), https://perma.cc/D745-2D22. 
 41 Id. 
 42 See id. 
 43 See id. 
 44 Id. 
 45 Weiss, supra note 40; Murray Weiss, Seminary Student Sentenced to Community Ser-
vice in Stop-and-Frisk Plea Deal, DNA INFO (May 21, 2012, 7:28 PM), 
https://perma.cc/ZY2S-QJJT. 
 46 See Copeland, 230 F. Supp. 3d at 245. 
 47 Id. at 245-46. 
 48 Knife Rights, Inc. v. Vance, 802 F.3d 377, 380 (2d Cir. 2015); see Copeland, 230 F. 
Supp. 3d at 246. 
 49 Copeland, 230 F. Supp. 3d at 246; Knife Rights, Inc., 802 F.3d at 380. 
 50 Copeland, 230 F. Supp. 3d at 244. 
 51 Id. at 244-45. 
 52 Id. at 244. 
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the knife himself with the flick of a wrist.53 One year after Copeland pur-
chased the knife, he was stopped by two NYPD officers who noticed the 
knife clipped to his pocket.54 One of the officers applied the Wrist-Flick 
test to the knife and opened the blade on the first attempt.55 Consequently, 
Copeland was arrested and charged with possession of a gravity knife.56 
Copeland’s story, in particular, demonstrates the absurdity of the use 
of the Wrist-Flick test as the means for gravity knife classification. In 
2009, Copeland was in possession of a legal folding knife; one year later, 
with no indication that the knife was improperly altered in any way, that 
same knife was classified as an illegal device.57 The change between the 
knife failing the test in 2009 and passing the test in 2010 was purportedly 
because of “usage over time”58 over the course of a year. Assuming that 
to be true, this exemplifies another major problem with the Wrist-Flick 
test: a newly manufactured folding knife that does not open with the flick 
of a wrist when it is first purchased may eventually be opened that way as 
a result of normal wear and tear that comes with frequent and regular use. 
As a result, unsuspecting New Yorkers who buy folding knives run the 
risk of: a) having their knives be considered “gravity knives” because an 
officer can open it with the flick of a wrist, even if they cannot; and b) 
having their knives be deemed “gravity knives” because an officer can 
eventually open them in that manner after usage over time, even if they 
initially did not open with the flick of the wrist at the time of purchase. If 
and when these unsuspecting New Yorkers are arrested and arraigned on 
criminal charges, their problems are only beginning, since it is nearly im-
possible to mount a defense to the law as it is currently interpreted. 
C. How the Courts Apply the Law 
New York courts make it complicated to successfully defend against 
a gravity knife charge; on both the state and federal level, it is increasingly 
difficult to attack the constitutionality of the gravity knife prohibition, 
mount an adequate defense, or have the case dismissed on grounds other 
than merit. New York federal courts have soundly rejected void for 
vagueness challenges to the law. State trial courts have also rejected Sec-
ond Amendment challenges to New York Penal Law section 265.01(1). 
 
 53 Plaintiff’s Opening Trial Brief and Proposed Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
at 17-18, Copeland v. Vance, 230 F. Supp. 3d 232 (S.D.N.Y. 2017) (No. 1:11-cv-03918-KBF-
RLE) [hereinafter Plaintiff’s Opening Trial Brief]. 
 54 Copeland, 230 F. Supp. 3d at 245. 
 55 Id. 
 56 Id. 
 57 Id. at 244-45. 
 58 Id. at 245. 
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Even search and seizure law is adversely impacted when it comes to the 
recovery of so-called gravity knives.59 
1. Defending Against a Gravity Knife Charge 
New York Penal Law § 265.01(1) reads as follows: 
A person is guilty of criminal possession of a weapon in the fourth 
degree when: He or she possesses any firearm, electronic dart gun, 
electronic stun gun, gravity knife, switchblade knife, pilum ballis-
tic knife, metal knuckle knife, cane sword, billy, blackjack, bludg-
eon, plastic knuckles, metal knuckles, chuka stick, sand bag, 
sandclub, wrist-brace type slingshot or slungshot, shirken or 
“Kung Fu star”60 
Generally, all crimes consist of a culpable act (“actus reus”), and 
most crimes consist of both an actus reus and a culpable mental state 
(“mens rea”). In New York, there are four culpable mental states: a person 
can act “intentionally,” “knowingly,” “recklessly,” or with “criminal neg-
ligence.”61 Generally, where a statute fails to specify a particular mens 
rea, the prosecution still has to prove the defendant’s mental culpability.62 
Only where there is clear legislative intent to impose strict liability—i.e., 
liability for one’s conduct regardless of their mental state—is the prose-
cution relieved of their duty to prove mens rea.63 
From early on in U.S. legal history, imposition of strict liability has 
been strongly discouraged, especially in criminal law.64 The Supreme 
Court disapproves of strict liability offenses, noting: 
The contention that an injury can amount to a crime only when 
inflicted by intention is no provincial or transient notion. It is as 
universal and persistent in mature systems of law as belief in free-
dom of the human will and a consequent ability and duty of the 
normal individual to choose between good and evil.65 
 
 59 See People v. Miranda, 19 N.Y.3d 912, 914 (2012); People v. Brannon, 16 N.Y.3d 596, 
602 (2011). 
 60 N.Y. PENAL LAW § 265.01(1) (McKinney 2018) (emphasis added). 
 61 Id. § 15.05. 
 62 See id. § 15.15(2). 
 63 Id.; see also id. § 15.10. 
 64 See 4 WILLIAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTARIES ON THE LAWS OF ENGLAND 21-22 (1769). 
 65 Morissette v. United States, 342 U.S. 246, 250 (1952). 
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In U.S. law, “[t]he existence of a mens rea is the rule of, rather than 
the exception to, the principles of Anglo-American criminal jurispru-
dence.”66 A contrary approach would empower governments to “crimi-
nalize a broad range of apparently innocent conduct.”67 
The Supreme Court’s disfavoring of strict liability statutes is also 
evident in the court’s 1994 decision, Staples v. United States. There, the 
Supreme Court reversed the defendant’s conviction for possession of an 
unregistered machine gun, holding that the government was required to 
prove that the defendant “knew the weapon he possessed had the charac-
teristics that brought it within the statutory definition of a machinegun.”68 
In this case, the defendant was convicted of violating 26 U.S.C. § 5681(d), 
which makes it “unlawful for any person . . . to receive or possess a fire-
arm which is not registered to him in the National Firearms Registration 
and Transfer Record.”69 Despite no mention of a culpable mental state in 
the statute, the Supreme Court rejected the government’s argument that 
they need not prove a mens rea. The Court reasoned that such a construc-
tion “would impose criminal sanctions on a class of persons whose mental 
state—ignorance of the characteristics of weapons in their possession—
makes their actions entirely innocent.”70 That guns are “highly danger-
ous” and “potentially harmful devices” was of no import to the Court, 
because of the “long tradition of widespread lawful gun ownership by 
private individuals” in the United States, and because “guns generally can 
be owned in perfect innocence.”71 In short, guns “are not deleterious de-
vices or products or obnoxious waste materials that put their owners on 
notice that they stand in responsible relation to a public danger.”72 
It seemed as if New York courts understood at some point that it is 
wrong to hold a person strictly liable for innocently possessing a com-
monly used device.73 Thus, it boggles the mind why courts in New York 
have radically departed from a legal tradition that disfavors strict liability 
when interpreting New York’s gravity knife law. After all, New York Pe-
nal Law section 265.01(1) reads almost identically to 26 U.S.C. § 5681(d) 
in that, on the face of both statutes, a person is guilty of the charged of-
fense if they possess the enumerated weapon. No mens rea is specified in 
 
 66 Dennis v. United States, 341 U.S. 494, 500 (1951). 
 67 Liparota v. United States, 471 U.S. 419, 426 (1985). 
 68 Staples v. United States, 511 U.S. 600, 602 (1994). 
 69 Id. at 605 (citing 26 U.S.C. § 5861(d) (2018)). 
 70 Id. at 614-15. 
 71 Id. at 610-11. 
 72 Id. (internal quotations omitted). 
 73 See People v. Munoz, 9 N.Y.2d 51, 59 (1961) (“To apply a statutory presumption of 
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either statute. Yet, courts in New York have reached the opposite conclu-
sion to the Supreme Court’s, finding that the prosecution is not required 
to prove the defendant’s knowledge that the knife he or she possesses fits 
the definition of a gravity knife.74 The Supreme Court required proof be-
yond a reasonable doubt that a defendant knew that his gun fit the statu-
tory definition of a machine gun, but New York courts do not require 
proof of a defendant’s knowledge that the knife he or she possesses fits 
the statutory definition of a gravity knife. 
Most recently, New York’s highest court, the Court of Appeals, ruled 
in People v. Parrilla that the prosecution does not have to prove that the 
defendant knew that the knife he possessed was in fact a gravity knife.75 
The Court of Appeals’ decision consisted of very little meaningful expla-
nation. The Court based its decision on “the plain language of that subdi-
vision”;76 a series of lower court decisions that have held similarly;77 and 
the Court’s precedents regarding firearms and the irrelevance of defend-
ants’ knowledge of operability.78 Without more, simply reading “the plain 
language of that subdivision” does not shine any light on the legislature’s 
intentions, and both the Penal Law and American jurisprudence in general 
favor the imposition of mental culpability where no mens rea is speci-
fied.79 Further, analogizing to its precedents on firearms is inapposite be-
cause firearm operability is not part of the New York Penal Law’s defini-
tion of “firearm.”80 Hence, it should not matter whether a person knew 
that a firearm was operable or not. As long as the person knows it is a 
pistol or revolver, a shotgun having one or more barrels less than eighteen 
inches in length, or any other device that falls under the definition, it 
would make sense not to require additional knowledge of operability. 
With gravity knives, however, the state should have to prove a defend-
ant’s knowledge that the knife opens with the application of centrifugal 
force, since “centrifugal force” is part of the definition of “gravity knife.” 
Speaking of “centrifugal force,” efforts to defend against gravity 
knife charges by defining centrifugal force through expert testimony have 
also been largely unsuccessful. One appellate court upheld a trial court’s 
refusal to allow a physics professor to offer testimony regarding the mean-
ings of relevant physics concepts, including centrifugal force, finding that 
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the testimony would “likely have confused the jury” and would have de-
fined centrifugal force “inconsistently with the statutory definition of a 
gravity knife.”81 This is a rather odd conclusion to reach, considering that 
“centrifugal force” was never defined by the legislature. Other appellate 
courts have reached similar conclusions,82 although one appellate court 
did find that it was error for the trial court to preclude a defense expert 
from providing “explanatory testimony as to the manner of operation of 
the knife in question.”83 These precedents show the difficulty in even be-
ing allowed to mount a defense to this particular element; whether or not 
such a defense would then succeed is an entirely different discussion. 
In sum, under current New York law, it is not a requirement that a 
person know that the knife he or she possesses is a gravity knife. If a New 
Yorker possesses a knife which can be opened with the flick of a wrist—
irrespective of whether that New Yorker knows that the knife can be 
opened in that manner, and regardless of whether or not it could be opened 
that way from the beginning, as in the case of John Copeland—that New 
Yorker is guilty of misdemeanor weapons possession. 
2. Constitutional Challenges to New York’s Gravity Knife Law. 
Because the manner in which New York’s gravity knife law is ap-
plied is fundamentally unfair, it has been challenged in the federal courts. 
In 2011, a lawsuit was filed, with John Copeland and Pedro Perez in-
cluded among the plaintiffs, asserting that the law is void for vagueness.84 
A void for vagueness challenge will succeed if the statute either “fails to 
provide people of ordinary intelligence a reasonable opportunity to un-
derstand what conduct it prohibits[,]” or “authorizes or even encourages 
arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement.”85 The second prong is more 
important and requires “minimum guidelines to govern law enforcement” 
for the law to be constitutional.86 
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The plaintiffs argued that New York’s gravity knife law banned a 
particular type of knife, one that had “no bias toward closure.”87 This type 
of knife had a blade that was kept inside the handle by a lock which, when 
released, allowed the blade to slide out of the knife.88 The plaintiffs fur-
ther argued that the “Wrist Flick Test,” which was distinguishable from 
the gentle flip of the wrist done with knives that also open on force of 
gravity,89 is an inapposite test for classifying gravity knives. They argued 
that the Wrist-Flick test allows for: a) different units of the same model 
knife to be permitted and prohibited;90 b) the same knife to be deemed 
both legal and illegal, depending on who performs the test;91 c) the same 
knife to be deemed illegal even if the knife does not always open with the 
flick of a wrist;92 and d) the same knife to be deemed legal at one point 
and then, after usage over time or other factors, to be deemed illegal.93 As 
a result, there was no test that the plaintiffs could employ on a folding 
knife that would give them notice that the knife was indeed an illegal 
knife, because the knife could be deemed illegal regardless of whether or 
not they could open it with the flick of a wrist.94 
Plaintiffs also cited to United States v. Irizarry,95 which held that the 
officer in the case lacked both reasonable suspicion to frisk the defendant 
upon seeing the clip of a folding knife, and probable cause to arrest him 
for possession of a gravity knife.96 The Irizarry court recognized that the 
knife the defendant was carrying was widely and lawfully sold.97 The 
court further concluded, despite the officer’s ability to eventually open 
the knife using the Wrist-Flick test,98 that the knife was not a gravity knife 
and was not designed to be opened through the use of centrifugal force.99 
The court opined that a contrary ruling “would transform thousands of 
honest mechanics into criminals, subject to arrest at the whim of any po-
lice officer.”100 While the Irizarry court was not tasked with analyzing a 
void-for-vagueness challenge, this language suggests that the court 
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thought that treating common folding knives like gravity knives encour-
aged arbitrary enforcement of the law. 
Nonetheless, in 2013, the trial court dismissed the lawsuit, alleging 
that the plaintiffs did not have standing to bring the suit because they 
failed to present a “concrete and particularized” and “actual or imminent” 
injury.101 That the plaintiffs refused to purchase and carry folding knives 
for fear of being prosecuted was disregarded by the court, which deemed 
the injury “completely hypothetical and ‘highly speculative.’”102 Because 
the court concluded that none of the plaintiffs had standing, it did not 
reach the merits of the plaintiffs’ claims.103 
In 2015, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit vacated 
the trial court’s decision with respect to Plaintiffs Copeland, Perez, and 
Native Leather, Inc.104 The Second Circuit found that those three plain-
tiffs suffered an actual injury because they wished to sell and/or possess 
folding knives, but refrained from doing so for fear of criminal prosecu-
tion.105 The Second Circuit heeded the Supreme Court’s instruction that 
the imminence requirement for standing “does not require a plaintiff to 
expose himself to liability before bringing suit to challenge the basis for 
the threat—for example, the constitutionality of a law threatened to be 
enforced.”106 Given that the Manhattan District Attorney’s office prose-
cuted each of the plaintiffs for gravity knife possession, the Second Cir-
cuit found that the plaintiffs’ articulated injury “is hardly conjectural or 
hypothetical . . . .”107 Thus, the case was remanded back to the Southern 
District of New York to decide the claim on the merits as to those three 
plaintiffs.108 
In January 2017, the trial court once again decided in favor of the 
defendants, this time finding that the statute was not unconstitutionally 
void for vagueness either facially or as-applied.109 As for the first prong, 
the trial court concluded that the plaintiffs had adequate notice that their 
conduct was prohibited by law based on the statutory language of the text 
and three judicial decisions that were all issued after the defendants were 
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arrested and their cases were resolved.110 For largely the same reasons, 
the court found that the statute provided sufficiently clear standards of 
enforcement.111 The trial court largely disregarded the opinions of the 
plaintiffs’ knife experts, describing their opinions as attempts to reinter-
pret the law.112 The trial court also fully credited the defendants’ factual 
allegations, particularly where those allegations conflicted with the plain-
tiffs’ allegations.113 The court even went as far as to infer that Plaintiff 
Pedro Perez had some knowledge that the knife he possessed was an ille-
gal knife because he accepted an Adjournment in Contemplation of Dis-
missal (“A.C.D.”) and agreed to perform seven days of community ser-
vice.114 Of course, such an inference is illogical, because an A.C.D. in 
New York is not a conviction of any kind,115 but is rather an avenue for a 
case to be dismissed.116 That Perez agreed to complete community service 
as part of the A.C.D.,117 rather than risk going to trial and losing, does not 
change the fact that this case was disposed of in a manner that: a) did not 
lead to him pleading guilty or admitting wrongdoing, and b) ultimately 
resulted in a dismissal. 
The trial court also dismissed the “hypotheticals” raised by the plain-
tiffs, noting that none of them applied to any of the plaintiffs,118 even 
though some of them clearly did. For example, one of these “hypotheti-
cals” was a situation where “someone buys a knife, tests such knife inside 
the store and the knife fails the Wrist-Flick test, but then exits the store 
moments later where an officer is able to successfully perform the Wrist–
Flick test to the same knife.”119 This “hypothetical” captures what hap-
pened to John Copeland, except even more grotesque since he had two 
different officers test the knife after leaving the store, both of whom were 
unable to open the knife. Then, a year later, a different officer was able 
to successfully perform the Wrist-Flick test to the same knife. John 
Copeland was unable to open his knife through the Wrist-Flick test, so the 
trial court’s assertion that there was “no evidence that any of the plaintiffs 
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tried but were unable to open their knives by application of the Wrist Flick 
Test” was plainly wrong.120 
While certainly not bound by United States v. Irizarry, the court saw 
it fit to distinguish the facts of that case from the instant matter in a foot-
note, stating that in Irizarry, the arresting officer could not “readily open” 
the defendant’s knife by application of the Wrist-Flick test and required 
“three strenuous attempts” to do so.121 Such a distinction is irrelevant, 
however, because courts have found that knives that open with the Wrist-
Flick test are gravity knives even if it takes multiple attempts to open the 
knives in that way.122 The court further stated that the knife at issue in 
Irizarry “was designed and sold as a folding knife, when the test is func-
tional and not design based.”123 Such an interpretation, however, demon-
strates a disregard of the legislative history of the law as well as the his-
tory of gravity knives in general. The design of the knife was what caused 
its detractors to dub it the successor to switchblade knives after switch-
blade knives were banned. 
All in all, the trial court’s decision does no justice to the issue. The 
fact remains that both the plaintiffs and New Yorkers generally have no 
way of knowing which folding knives may constitute gravity knives and 
which ones do not. One factor that has made this difficult to discern is 
that legitimate business establishments located in both New York City 
and in New York State continue to sell these knives with impunity. Fur-
ther, as in the case of John Copeland, a knife that was legal today may 
later be deemed illegal due to alleged usage over time. Additionally, a 
knife that is legal in one moment may be deemed illegal the next moment, 
because it could not be opened via the Wrist-Flick test by one person, but 
is then opened via the test by somebody else. It is remarkable that a device 
can be transformed from a legal instrument into an illegal weapon without 
meddling with it, changing the law, possessing it under circumstances 
evincing unlawful intent, or anything that could make it reasonable to ren-
der it illegal under certain conditions. The reality that an object can be 
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legal today and contraband tomorrow is unprecedented in New York’s 
legal history. 
Second Amendment challenges to New York Penal Law section 
265.01(1) have also proved futile. Second Amendment challenges to this 
statute were rekindled by a 2016 Supreme Court decision that vacated a 
state court judgment for disregarding its Second Amendment jurispru-
dence in deciding that stun guns were not constitutionally protected.124 
While the Court did not expressly afford stun guns Second Amendment 
protection, many defense attorneys, including the author, used this case 
as a springboard to launch constitutional challenges to New York Penal 
Law section 265.01(1). These challenges have been denied without ex-
ception.125 
3. Dismissals on Grounds Other Than Merit 
With potential defenses crippled and constitutional challenges re-
jected, how else can a defendant seek a dismissal of a gravity knife charge 
against him? One potential avenue is to file a motion to dismiss in fur-
therance of justice pursuant to Criminal Procedure Law sections 
170.40(1) and 210.40(1).126 These motions are commonly called “Clayton 
motions,” likely named after the case that first articulated factors the court 
should consider when deciding these motions.127 Section 170.40(1) deals 
with criminal court accusatory instruments,128 while section 210.40(1) 
concerns indictments.129 These statutes allow for dismissal based upon 
“the existence of some compelling factor, consideration or circumstance 
clearly demonstrating that conviction or prosecution of the defendant 
upon such accusatory instrument or count would constitute or result in 
injustice.”130 Both statutes contain the same ten enumerated factors which 
courts are to consider when deciding whether to grant a Clayton mo-
tion.131 The power to dismiss here is a power that is supposed to be “‘ex-
ercised sparingly’ and only in that ‘rare’ and ‘unusual’ case when it ‘cries 
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out for fundamental justice beyond the confines of conventional consid-
erations.’”132 Motions to dismiss in furtherance of justice are rarely 
granted. 
In this context, a clear obstacle to a dismissal is that the circum-
stances are not necessarily rare or unusual. In fact, it is quite the contrary: 
scores of people in New York City are arrested and prosecuted for pos-
sessing a gravity knife. Prosecutors have also argued that if the law is as 
unfair as accused persons say, then the law should be changed through the 
legislative process. Indeed, one trial court judge in the Bronx denied a 
Clayton motion, opining that the defense’s ‘perceived unfairness’ of the 
law should be remedied through the legislative process and had no place 
before the court.133 
Nonetheless, a few judges have taken initiative and dismissed gravity 
knife cases in the interests of justice. In November 2010, the Honorable 
Ronald Zweibel dismissed a felony indictment in Manhattan where the 
client was charged with gravity knife possession. Judge Zweibel noted 
that it “appears to be an absurd result to this Court” that business estab-
lishments are not prosecuted for selling weapons, yet unsuspecting New 
Yorkers are.134 Judge Zweibel further opined that “the law cannot define 
as criminals tens of thousands of people who are required to carry such 
tools in order to earn a living.”135 In July 2014, the Honorable Troy Web-
ber also dismissed a felony gravity knife case in the Bronx, in which he 
detailed the unfairness of the law and the efforts made to change it.136 The 
recognition by these two judges of the injustice perpetrated by this law is 
commendable. Nonetheless, getting a Clayton motion granted only solves 
the problem for a specific individual; a wholesale solution is needed to 
adequately address the problem. 
D. Arbitrary & Racist Enforcement 
People in New York City are prosecuted for possessing knives they 
bought in legitimate business establishments. That the business establish-
ments which sell these knives go largely unpunished and are not pursued 
by prosecutors makes the situation even more egregious. The knife Errol 
Gerber was arrested for carrying was—and is—sold at a Wal-Mart store 
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in Valley Stream, New York. This author has represented clients in grav-
ity knife cases who purchased their knives from business establishments 
ranging from nationally recognized outfits such as AutoZone and Home 
Depot, to mom and pop stores located throughout the city. 
At one point, the Manhattan District Attorney’s office briefly went 
after retailers in the borough after its investigators purchased forty-three 
“illegal” knives.137 However, those retailers entered into agreements to 
remove those knives from their stores, forfeit the profits, and finance a 
public education campaign regarding those knives.138 In exchange, the 
District Attorney’s office agreed to drop the charges.139 The unfairness of 
this treatment should be apparent. Businesses simply had to dispose of 
illegal knives to avoid prosecution. No such option exists for most New 
Yorkers. Even so, this is the most any prosecutor’s office has done to hold 
business establishments accountable for possessing “gravity knives.”140 
No other borough has instituted anything to stop the sale of these knives 
to unsuspecting New Yorkers who are then prosecuted for their posses-
sion.141 
Allowing establishments to go unpunished for gravity knife posses-
sion while prosecuting New Yorkers who buy them might seem like a 
violation of the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. Errol 
Gerber mounted an Equal Protection challenge in his case. The challenge 
was summarily denied at the trial level, but he filed an appeal of that de-
cision. Prevailing on such a claim is difficult, however, because a finding 
of an Equal Protection violation requires, at a minimum, a showing that 
the government actor intended to discriminate—showing disparate im-
pact is not enough.142 With respect to a claim for selective enforcement of 
law, there must be a showing that the selection “was deliberately based 
upon an unjustifiable standard such as race, religion, or other arbitrary 
classification.”143 In the Second Circuit, an additional, preliminary re-
quirement has been imposed for selective enforcement to be established: 
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there must also be a showing that the parties being compared are “simi-
larly situated in all material respects.”144 The burden of proof is on the 
person challenging the constitutionality of the action in question, and it is 
a heavy burden.145 This standard makes it difficult to prove selective en-
forcement in the gravity knife context because most courts are unlikely to 
find ordinary persons to be similarly situated to business establishments 
and corporations. 
Indeed, in the singular case where a selective enforcement challenge 
was brought regarding gravity knife prosecutions, the court found that the 
plaintiffs failed to establish either that the parties are similarly situated or 
that there was deliberate discrimination.146 As to the first requirement, the 
court found that the plaintiffs failed to demonstrate that they were “simi-
larly situated in all material respects when compared to retail and corpo-
rate entities that sell or manufacture knives.”147 As to the second require-
ment, the court found that there were no allegations showing intent to 
unlawfully or improperly discriminate.148 
New York City’s aggressive prosecution has had adverse implica-
tions for city residents. For starters, never to be overlooked is the fact that 
a disproportionate number of those prosecuted for violating New York’s 
gravity law, like with just about everything else in the United States, are 
Black and Brown people. Black and Latino people do not make up 84% 
of New York City, but they make up 84% of the people prosecuted for 
gravity knife offenses.149 Additionally, people prosecuted for gravity 
knife possession “endure the humiliation of detention, miss days of work, 
suffer suspensions, and refrain from applying for work because of pend-
ing cases.”150 Gravity knife prosecutions can also have adverse immigra-
tion consequences, especially under the current presidential administra-
tion.151 Then of course, there is always the risk of jail-time that comes 
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with misdemeanor offenses, and if the person has a prior criminal convic-
tion, they could be charged with a felony and wind up facing upstate 
prison time. 
Manhattan District Attorney Cyrus Vance Jr. has been particularly 
invidious in this regard, using his discretion to prosecute misdemeanor 
possession offenses as felonies far more than the other four boroughs.152 
The statute that allows him to do that is New York Penal Law section 
265.02(1), Criminal Possession of Weapon in the Third Degree. A person 
can be prosecuted for this offense, which is a Class D felony, if they com-
mit the crime of Penal Law section 265.01(1)—e.g., if they are in posses-
sion of a so-called gravity knife—and they have been previously con-
victed of any crime.153 Neither the statute, nor any case places a time-bar 
on the age of a conviction.154 Therefore, if a person has ever been con-
victed of a crime and is then found with any of the enumerated weapons 
contained in New York Penal Law section 265.01(1), they can be charged 
with a felony and face prison time. Nor is the requirement of a “previous 
conviction” limited to prior crimes committed in New York. Thus, if a 
person arrested for gravity knife possession was previously convicted of 
an offense outside of New York that would qualify as a crime in New 
York, that person could be charged with felony weapons possession under 
Penal Law section 265.02(1).155 
How do people wind up getting arrested for carrying so-called grav-
ity knives? Sometimes knives are recovered pursuant to a search incident 
to lawful arrest, i.e., the officer searches a person he or she has placed 
under arrest and finds a knife. Other times, a person is found with a knife 
under circumstances evincing an intention to commit a crime with that 
knife. Most often, however, arrests for gravity knife possession result 
from street encounters between police officers and citizens, particularly 
after a stop-and-frisk.156 This often happens because many folding knives 
come with a clip, so people who carry these knives will clip them to a belt 
or pants pocket, making said knives visible to the police. Blacks and La-
tinos are disproportionately arrested and prosecuted for gravity knife of-
fenses because Blacks and Latinos are disproportionately stopped and 
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frisked by police.157 New York search and seizure law makes it easy for 
police officers to lawfully seize these knives where seizure of contraband 
would otherwise not be allowed. In Terry v. Ohio, the Supreme Court 
sanctioned the use of stop-and-frisk as a permissible intrusion by law en-
forcement, and laid out the standard to govern these police-citizen en-
counters.158 During a Terry stop, an officer can stop and frisk a person if 
they have: a) reasonable articulable suspicion that criminal activity was 
afoot; and b) reasonable articulable suspicion that the person was armed 
and dangerous.159 New York has a unique, four-tiered system governing 
street encounters between police officers and private citizens. Each level 
of intrusion requires a different amount of suspicion, and the rules vary 
as to what law enforcement is and is not allowed to do.160 
A Level One stop, known as a request for information, is allowed 
where there is “some objective credible reason for that interference not 
necessarily indicative of criminality.”161 Under this level, a private citizen 
has a right to refuse to answer questions, to walk or even run away, and 
the police are not allowed to pursue or physically detain that citizen.162 A 
Level Two stop, called the common-law right of inquiry, is permissible 
where there is a founded suspicion of criminal activity afoot.163 Under this 
level, an officer can ask accusatory questions with a focus on potential 
criminality, e.g., “Can I search your person or bag?”164 or “Do you have 
a weapon?”165 However, the officer cannot forcibly detain the person.166 
A Level Three stop is the equivalent of a stop-and-frisk under Terry: an 
officer may forcibly detain a person for questioning where they have rea-
sonable suspicion that the person committed, is committing, or is about to 
commit a crime; and an officer may frisk a person for weapons when the 
officer has reasonable suspicion that he “is in danger of physical injury 
by virtue of the detainee being armed.”167 Finally, a Level Four encounter 
is an arrest. An officer must have probable cause that the person commit-
ted a crime, or some other offense in his or her presence.168 This four-
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tiered system applies to both street encounters with pedestrians and car 
encounters with motorists and passengers.169 
A frequently emphasized point of law within this context is that con-
duct equally compatible with guilt or innocence, and conduct susceptible 
of innocuous explanation, do not give rise to reasonable suspicion allow-
ing for forcible detention of a suspect.170 Yet, this rule gets tossed out the 
window—or, at a minimum, compromised—when it comes to the seizure 
of gravity knives. A person who has a device clipped to his pants with a 
part of it protruding could be carrying carrying an illegal knife, a legal 
knife, or some other device. There is no way for an officer to know 
whether or not the device is an illegal knife until that officer seizes the 
device, recognizes it as a knife, tests that knife and determines it to be a 
gravity knife. Because of the high risk of arbitrary enforcement, a person 
with a knife clipped to their pants should not give an officer reasonable 
suspicion so permitting forcible detention. This conduct is far too suscep-
tible to “an innocent as well as a culpable interpretation.”171 
Yet, in a 2011 decision, the New York Court of Appeals found that 
an officer had reasonable suspicion to conduct a stop-and-frisk where the 
officer saw a knife clipped to the defendant’s pants, and referenced his 
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training and experience in concluding that gravity knives are commonly 
carried that way.172 The court articulated the applicable rule: 
Typically, one cannot tell if a knife is a gravity knife until the 
knife is opened. Reasonable suspicion, however, does not require 
absolute certainty that the knife the individual is carrying is a 
gravity knife. Rather, the issue is whether, under the circum-
stances, the officer possessed specific and articulable facts from 
which he or she inferred that the defendant was carrying a gravity 
knife.173 
Other than the knife being clipped to Defendant Jose Fernandez’s 
right-front pants pocket, no other facts existed that would give the police 
cause for even a Level One stop.174 Fernandez did not behaved suspi-
ciously, look nervous, or run away from police. He was not evasive, gave 
no inconsistent answers to police inquiries, and did nothing bizarre, 
strange, or out of the ordinary. Even the State, in both of their appellate 
briefs, did not set forth any facts regarding Fernandez, aside from him 
walking down the street and having a knife clipped to his front pants 
pocket.175 When examining the facts, reasonable suspicion existed here 
only because of the clipped knife. 
Even more outrageous is the reality that if the police have a lawful 
encounter with a person and see a knife clipped to their person, or pro-
truding from a pocket, the police need not even articulate facts to support 
a belief that the knife was illegal. In 2012, the Court of Appeals held: 
Where a knife (even if not necessarily an illegal one) becomes 
plainly visible to a police officer in the course of an authorized 
common-law inquiry due to the suspect’s own movement and no 
intrusive conduct on the officer’s part, the officer is permitted to 
seize it, so long as the ensuing intrusion is ‘minimal’ and ‘conso-
nant with the respect and privacy of the individual’.176 
The court distinguished its decisions in 2011,177 noting that the of-
ficer here “was already engaged in a lawful encounter with defendant 
prior to spotting the knife, and thus was not required to have a reasonable 
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suspicion that the knife he observed was a gravity knife before he took 
it.”178 Since this decision, courts have found that police can remove 
knives—legal or otherwise—that they can see from persons during any 
encounter, insofar as the encounter is deemed lawful.179 
The Court of Appeals’ decisions essentially allow a police officer to 
forcibly detain a person if the officer observes the person with a folding 
knife clipped to their clothing. In addition, if the knife opens as a result of 
the Wrist-Flick test, the officer is allowed to arrest that person. That of-
ficer can then appear in court for the suppression hearing (an evidentiary 
hearing held before trial to determine whether evidence was seized un-
lawfully and should consequently be excluded from use at trial) and give 
boilerplate testimony about their “training and experience” in detecting 
gravity knives based on how the knives look and are typically carried. The 
suppression court will be bound by the Court of Appeal’s ruling and be 
constrained to uphold the search and seizure. Further, if a lawful encoun-
ter—like a legitimate traffic stop—is underway, and the officer observes 
a knife, the police can retrieve the knife and make an arrest, and no testi-
mony describing the knife will be necessary at the suppression hearing. 
Thus, it is not only next to impossible to mount a defense against New 
York’s gravity knife law, but it is also increasingly difficult to challenge 
the constitutionality of the police action that leads to recovery of the knife. 
As applied, New York’s gravity knife law is unclear and antiquated. 
People who buy these knives from legitimate business establishments do 
not know that their knives can be classified as illegal weapons, nor do 
they realize that a knife considered to be a legal folding knife may later 
on be determined to be an illegal gravity knife. Various constitutional 
challenges to the law have been unavailing. The Court of Appeals’ rulings 
have made it more difficult to both defend against the charges and chal-
lenge the police action that leads to arrests. New Yorkers, and particularly 
Black and Brown New Yorkers, have consequently become involved with 
the judicial system, sometimes after years of openly possessing the knife 
in question. Further, those who have been previously convicted of a crime 
run the risk of facing felony time for misdemeanor charges, especially in 
Manhattan. Meanwhile, the business establishments which sell these 
knives go largely unpunished and unprosecuted. New York’s gravity 
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knife law is unfair in application, and the law must either be applied more 
equitably, or it must be changed. 
III.   ATTEMPTS TO CHANGE NEW YORK’S GRAVITY KNIFE LAW 
The conclusion that New York’s gravity knife law is unfair is widely 
shared by defense associations, civil rights organizations, and knife advo-
cacy groups.180 This part will examine the supporters and opponents of 
gravity knife law reform, and the motives behind their respective posi-
tions. 
A. Supporters of Gravity Knife Law Reform 
Eventually, calls for change reached the New York legislature, and 
bills were introduced into both houses. In 2016, Assemblyman Dan Quart 
introduced a bill into the State assembly,181 and Senator Diane Savino in-
troduced a similar bill into the senate.182 The Assembly bill sought to 
amend the definition of gravity knives to exclude knives “with a bias to-
ward closure” that “requires exertion applied to the blade by hand, wrist, 
or arm to overcome the bias toward closure and open the knife.”183 The 
Senate bill read the same.184 Previous attempts to amend the law failed in 
the Senate.185 That year, however, the bill passed in the Assembly by a 
vote of 117-12, and passed in the Senate by a vote of 61-1.186 Clearly, the 
New York legislature recognized the problems posed by the current ap-
plication of the law and felt it necessary to change the law. 
Several organizations and groups weighed in during the process and 
voiced support for the new legislation. The Legal Aid Society, the oldest 
and largest provider of public defense in the nation, has played a signifi-
cant role in lobbying for gravity knife law reform.187 Two attorneys in 
particular, Martin LaFalce and Hara Robrish, both of the Criminal De-
fense Practice in Manhattan, worked tirelessly to get the law changed. 
William Gibney, director of Legal Aid’s Special Litigation Unit, wrote an 
amicus brief for the void-for-vagueness challenge brought by John 
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Copeland, Pedro Perez, and Native Leather, Inc.; the trial court, however, 
declined to read the brief.188 
The Legal Aid Society addressed a memorandum in support of the 
bill to the Senate, which laid out the history of the traditional gravity knife 
and the impact that the police department’s “tortured interpretation of the 
gravity knife statute” has had on law-abiding, gainfully employed New 
Yorkers.189 Particularly, the memo provided useful statistics gleaned from 
reviewing a six-month sample of complaints from Legal Aid cases in 
Manhattan Criminal Court. The memo pointed out that 69% of arrests for 
violations of Penal Law section 265.01(1) were gravity knife arrests.190 
Of that sample, less than 2% (4 out of 254 complaints) involved allega-
tions of possession under circumstances evincing unlawful intent against 
another.191 During this same time period, the Manhattan District Attor-
ney’s Office prosecuted sixty-five Legal Aid clients for violating Penal 
Law section 265.02(1), the statute allowing for felony prosecution of 
gravity knife possession; this was more than four times the number of 
those charged in the other four boroughs combined.192 
In September 2016, Assemblyman Dan Quart wrote a memorandum 
to Denise Gagnon, the Legislative Secretary in the Executive Chamber, 
in support of the bill.193 The memo noted that enforcement of New York’s 
gravity knife law “varies widely throughout the state,” and that outside of 
New York City, there are very few gravity knife cases because prosecu-
tors do not “strain the statute to prohibit possession of common folding 
knives.”194 The overwhelming majority of gravity knife prosecutions take 
place within the five boroughs, with Manhattan ranking the highest. The 
memorandum also identified and rebutted the arguments of the main op-
ponents to his bill.195 
The same month, the National Association for the Advancement of 
Colored People’s Legal Defense and Educational Fund (“NAACP LDF”) 
wrote a letter to Governor Cuomo urging him to sign the bill into law.196 
The letter articulated many of the same concerns as other supporters, but 
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placed particular focus on the racial disparities resulting from the law’s 
application. The letter noted that, within the pool of gravity knife arrests 
resulting from stop and frisk, “86% of those arrested were Black or La-
tino. Only 11% were white. When the police stopped a white suspect with 
a knife, he had a 35% chance of being arrested. If the suspect is Black or 
Latino, that number jumps to 56%.”197 
The following month, the New York Civil Liberties Union 
(“NYCLU”) wrote a letter to Governor Andrew Cuomo imploring him to 
sign the bill into law.198 The NYCLU raised many of the same concerns 
that Legal Aid raised in its memo to the Senate, chiefly that: 1) the gravity 
knives of old are distinct from the pocketknives and utility knives that are 
criminalized under the statute;199 2) police officers have become adept at 
opening knives that were not designed to open via gravity or centrifugal 
force with the use of the Wrist-Flick test;200 3) tens of thousands of law 
abiding, gainfully employed New Yorkers have been prosecuted under 
the flawed interpretation of New York’s gravity knife law, with people of 
color being disproportionately targeted;201 and 4) possession of the knife 
is a strict liability offense.202 
Other supporters include the Office of Court Administration 
(“OCA”), the agency that runs the courts in New York;203 Brooklyn De-
fender Services, a public defense organization concentrated in Brook-
lyn;204 the New York Times Editorial Board, which ran an op-ed calling 
for the bill to be passed;205 Think Progress, a progressive news organiza-
tion that criticized the current knife law in a September 2015 article;206 
and even conservative organizations such as the National Rifle Associa-
tion (NRA),207 and Knife Rights, Inc.208 The Village Voice ran a series of 
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extensive articles documenting the injustice caused by the law’s applica-
tion, highlighting some of the personal stories of people impacted by the 
law; following the attempts to change the law, as well as its supporters 
and opponents; uncovering the motives behind the NYPD’s distorted in-
terpretation of the law, i.e., fulfilling quotas, easy arrests, and opportuni-
ties for promotion; and advocating for changing the law for the same rea-
sons enunciated by other supporters.209 Articles supportive of gravity 
knife law reform also appeared in publications such as Business In-
sider,210 The Wall Street Journal,211 and Gothamist.212 
Despite this overwhelming and bi-partisan support, Governor 
Cuomo vetoed the bill on December 31, 2016, citing the bill’s vagueness 
and potential for confusion, among other things.213 Later that year, a new 
bill was introduced to amend New York’s gravity knife law, amending 
the language to criminalize knives that open “solely” by the force of grav-
ity, removing the term “application of centrifugal force” from the law.214 
This new bill passed by an even wider margin of 136-1 in the Assembly, 
and a unanimous 62-0 in the Senate, once again indicating a clear under-
standing by the legislature of a need to enact reform.215 Yet, on October 
24, 2017, Governor Cuomo vetoed the new bill, claiming that the law 
would essentially legalize all folding knives.216 
B. Opponents of Gravity Knife Law Reform 
The opposition to reforming New York’s gravity knife law consisted 
mostly of law enforcement and prosecutors. The District Attorneys Asso-
ciation of the State of New York wrote Governor Cuomo a letter calling 
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on him to veto the legislation in June 2016.217 William Bratton, then the 
commissioner of the NYPD, also pushed for a veto in a New York Daily 
News op-ed.218 New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio and Manhattan Dis-
trict Attorney Cyrus Vance, Jr., actively campaigned against the law, and 
other mayors throughout New York were purportedly opposed to the bill 
as well.219 The District Attorneys for Queens, Brooklyn, and the Bronx 
were also opposed to the legislation.220 The gist of their opposition boiled 
down to the same types of appeals to emotion and fear that have always 
been effective in either sanctioning bad law or stifling reform: that the 
change would legalize dangerous weapons at a time when knife stabbings 
were purportedly on the rise, and that such a change would empower 
criminals and endanger public safety.221 An analysis of these claims 
shows that they lack merit. 
The first problem with this argument is the lack of proof of causality 
between so-called gravity knives and increases in crime. Despite oppo-
nents’ claims of uptick in knife crimes, no opponent had ever provided a 
number as to how many of those stabbings were done with so-called grav-
ity knives. For example, Governor Cuomo highlighted in his veto memo 
for the first bill that there were 4,000 stabbings and slashings in 2015, and 
that half of homicides committed in Manhattan in the first half of 2016 
were committed with knives.222 This is information the governor received 
from Mayor de Blasio and the NYPD.223 Yet, there was no breakdown 
illustrating how many of these stabbings, slashings, and homicides in-
volved gravity knives, or even illegal knives in general. State Senator 
Martin Golden, the only holdout in the 2016 Senate vote, complained 
about how gangs such as MS-13 used gravity knives in the commission 
of horrific crimes, but when pressed for data to back up his claims, he 
responded, “you have to get them . . . . I can’t, I don’t have them with 
me.”224 
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In his Daily News op-ed, then-police chief William Bratton “dis-
pute[d] the argument of the gravity-knife-rights advocates that it is largely 
tradespeople and other legitimate knife users who carry these blades and 
who are being arrested by overzealous police officers.”225 However, he 
put forth no statistics, data, or any other kind of evidence to dispute the 
argument. The police chief also did not address the evidence from the 
sample of criminal court complaints examined by the Legal Aid Society 
indicating that only four out of 254 people charged with gravity knife 
possession were also charged with possessing the knives with intent to 
use unlawfully against another.226 Repeated requests to both the NYPD 
and Cyrus Vance Jr. to provide numbers and statistics have been unsuc-
cessful, which suggests that such evidence does not exist.227 
The second problem with this argument is that it is just not true. As 
Assemblyman Dan Quart pointed out in his memo to the Governor, eight 
other states recently enacted legislation legalizing gravity knives and/or 
switchblade knives, which is far broader than what he sought to do in New 
York.228 Of the eight states, six saw declines in knife crimes, while two 
saw slight upticks.229 If legalizing gravity and switchblade knives did not 
lead to surges in knife crimes, certainly clarifying the definition of gravity 
knives to exclude pocketknives, while keeping true gravity and switch-
blade knives illegal, is unlikely to lead to increased crime. Critics of law 
reform certainly have not proven otherwise. Not only do opponents of the 
bill fail to provide data to show that gravity knives are more dangerous 
than legal knives, but they have yet to give any example of a jurisdiction 
which passed similar legislation and subsequently faced a significant in-
crease in knife crimes. 
Opponents of law reform consistently mischaracterize the gravity 
knife reform bill as an attempt to legalize gravity knives, either out of 
sheer ignorance or wilful confusion. The bill has never sought to legalize 
gravity knives; it has simply sought to clarify the meaning to avoid con-
fusing common folding knives and pocketknives with actual gravity 
knives. The supporters of gravity knife law reform, unlike the opponents, 
understand that gravity knives and pocketknives are distinct kinds of 
knives. Yet, Cyrus Vance Jr. wrote an op-ed entitled, “Keep the Ban on 
Gravity Knives” and argued that it is “not advisable” to end a ban.230 Wil-
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liam Bratton’s op-ed also classified the bill as “legalizing so-called grav-
ity knives”231 Governor Cuomo stated in his second veto memo that the 
legislation would “essentially legalize all folding knives.”232 A true grav-
ity knife, however, is not a folding knife. A folding knife is a knife with a 
blade that is folded into the handle; a gravity knife is a knife with a blade 
that is ejected out of the handle by force of gravity and “centrifugal force.” 
Given the complete lack of evidence submitted by the bill’s critics, 
why are they opposed to reforming a law that is clearly unjust? Of all the 
opponents of gravity knife law reform, four players will be examined in 
depth here: Cyrus Vance, Jr., Manhattan District Attorney; Bill de Blasio, 
Mayor of New York City; the New York City Police Department; and 
Andrew Cuomo, Governor of the State of New York. This examination 
will include an analysis of their positions on issues relating to criminal 
justice; and will explore what ulterior motives, if any, these players may 
have in opposing reform. 
1. Cyrus Vance, Jr., Manhattan District Attorney 
Cyrus Vance, Jr. vigorously opposed the New York legislature’s at-
tempts to reform the gravity knife law.233 He claimed that reforming the 
law would compromise public safety and endanger New Yorkers at a time 
when knife crimes are on the rise.234 Vance provided no real evidence of 
these claims and, in fact, provided some misinformation.235 More im-
portantly, the inconsistent manner in which he enforces New York’s grav-
ity knife law, as well as the law in general, is suggestive of a dissembler. 
Vance ran for the Manhattan District Attorney’s office in 2009 on 
the idea of promoting justice and fairness.236 However, the prosecutorial 
practices of the Manhattan District Attorney’s office under Vance’s reign 
exemplify the total opposite of fairness. A report by the Vera Institute, 
released after an extensive study done in partnership with the DA’s office 
(because, apparently, studies are still needed to determine that the crimi-
nal judicial system treats Black people and white people differently), 
showed that race played a role in how people in the system are treated; 
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Blacks and Latinos are treated worse overall than their white counter-
parts.237 Despite this study, racial disparities continue to persist. For ex-
ample, the DA’s office treats Black people more harshly than white peo-
ple, after similarly situated marijuana arrests.238 Manhattan is home to less 
than 20% of New York City’s population, but is the source of almost 40% 
of detainees on Rikers Island, a stunning fact that is partially due to 
Vance’s aggressive prosecution of misdemeanors.239 
Vance has a record of picking and choosing who he prosecutes, 
based on the power and prestige of the person and/or organization. For 
example, Vance declined to prosecute Donald Trump’s children Ivanka 
and Donald Jr. in 2012 despite evidence that both of them committed real 
estate fraud.240 Vance went after none of the large financial institutions 
that played a role in the 2008 financial crisis, choosing instead to prose-
cute a small, family-owned bank that “boasted one of the lowest default 
rates in the country.”241 Most infamously, he declined to prosecute Har-
vey Weinstein in 2015 for sex-related crimes despite having admissions 
from him that he committed the crime.242 In both the case with the Trump 
children and the case with Weinstein, Vance then accepted political con-
tributions from both after declining to prosecute their cases.243 Thus de-
spite his rhetoric, Vance and the Manhattan DA’s office are quite delib-
erately unfair in their prosecutorial practices. They routinely go after poor 
people and people of color, while leaving affluent white criminal suspects 
untouched. 
The gravity knife issue is another example of Vance’s track record. 
Vance spent several years lobbying against gravity knife reform, both by 
aggressively opposing any bills in the legislature, and by pressing the 
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Governor to veto them.244 Vance was so active in opposing reform that he 
took out an op-ed in the New York Times to voice his opposition, in part 
repeating the same talking points about the dangers such a measure would 
pose for public safety.245 Yet, he has never prosecuted business establish-
ments which sell the knives he claims to be dangerous.246 The only time 
he ever took action against the stores was in 2010, when he and several 
retailers entered into deferred agreements in which the stores surrendered 
the “gravity knives” they had in stock, as well as profits made from sales 
of those knives; and in return, the DA’s office declined to prosecute.247 
Even so, several of the retailers which were party to those agreements 
have since begun to sell the knives with impunity; the knife education 
programs that the forfeited profits were supposed to fund never began; 
and the 1,343 knives seized by the DA’s office are unaccounted for.248 
Most contradictorily, Vance gave Paragon Sports in Manhattan express 
permission to sell high-end, custom-made knives that, based on the cur-
rent application of the law, are gravity knives.249 His actions, therefore, 
are inconsistent with his purported concern about keeping gravity knives 
off the streets. It is a contrary notion that he is concerned with gravity 
knife crimes, yet has taken no meaningful initiative to deal with the 
sources of these knives. 
Why then does Cyrus Vance Jr. oppose gravity knife reform so ve-
hemently even though he has no real concern about these knives? Based 
on the foregoing, it is likely because the poor and working class, as well 
as Black and Brown people, have always been and continue to remain 
easy targets of the judicial system. The government routinely victimizes 
these populations with impunity, and New York’s gravity knife law is just 
another tool to allow for more of the same. The Manhattan District Attor-
ney’s office can continue to rack up convictions against vulnerable popu-
lations, and it is through the accrual of convictions that the office can ac-
quire and maintain the reputation of being “tough on crime.” 
Some would dispute this conclusion and argue that DA Vance is gen-
uinely interested in striking a balance between fair enforcement of the law 
and public safety, citing the alternative proposals he suggested as proof 
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of the same.250 Assemblyman Quart provided a thorough response to these 
proposals in his memo to the Governor, showing how they are impractical 
and unjust.251 The real hypocrisy, however, is that DA Vance does not 
even follow his own suggestions. His office prosecutes people for gravity 
knife possession irrespective of the blade’s length, or where it is found; 
and he prosecutes craftspeople and tradespeople for gravity knife posses-
sion even when proof of use in employment is provided, despite his claims 
to the contrary.252 For example, the knife possessed by Clayton Baltzer, 
the bible-college student prosecuted for gravity knife possession, had only 
a one-inch blade.253 DA Vance claimed that his office “quickly dismissed 
cases” where it appears that the accused person uses the knife for employ-
ment purposes.254 This claim is misleading at best and wrong at worst: 
where defense attorneys provide proof that a knife is used for employment 
purposes, the Manhattan District Attorney office’s best offer is an 
A.C.D.,255 which is generally a good disposition, but is not as great as a 
straight dismissal. Often times, however, the prosecution will offer a plea 
to a Disorderly Conduct violation, which would require the accused per-
son to admit some guilt and pay, at a minimum, court costs.256 Outright 
dismissals on that basis do not happen in Manhattan. 
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The fact that Vance enforces the law unevenly “undermines his au-
thority to suggest alternatives to reform.”257 That he makes no effort to 
employ his own suggestions makes his position even more hypocritical 
on this issue. It also calls into question his motives for aggressively op-
posing reform: is it really about balancing public safety and fair enforce-
ment, or is it about getting easy convictions against powerless New York-
ers? His record on this issue and others suggests the latter. 
2. Bill de Blasio, Mayor of the City of New York 
Mayor de Blasio has also been a fierce critic of gravity knife law 
reform.258 He has trumpeted the same talking points about knife crimes 
being on the rise and the supposed threats to public safety that reform will 
pose.259 However, there is no indication or evidence that Mayor de Blasio 
put pressure on DA Vance or any District Attorney office in New York 
City to prosecute the business establishments which sell these knives. Nor 
is there any indication that he has taken DA Vance to task for allowing 
Paragon Sports to sell knives that are “gravity knives” by both his and DA 
Vance’s interpretation of the law. His silence suggests that his opposition 
to gravity knife reform is rooted elsewhere. De Blasio came into office 
calling for policing reform,260 but his position on this issue and on polic-
ing generally likely shows that he either never had interest in reform, or 
has chosen to bow to law enforcement for political expediency. 
In evaluating New York City’s political landscape, not to be over-
looked is the power of the law enforcement lobby. The law enforcement 
lobby has a powerful presence nationally, and has played a role in both 
the shaping of legislation and the enforcement of criminal laws.261 For 
example, California legalized medical marijuana in 1996. While law en-
forcement efforts to repeal the law had been unsuccessful, their efforts did 
succeed in undermining its application.262 Police unions “leverage the 
public’s high regard for law enforcement to impede policy changes,” and 
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have lobbied against sentencing reform, reduction of police militarization, 
and body cameras.263 In New York City, the police unions are especially 
powerful, given the fact that the NYPD is the largest police force in Amer-
ica. They have a powerful influence in the state legislature through fi-
nancing and control of a large bloc of votes; they have received almost 
unconditional support from the tabloid press, as there are very few things 
people seeking or holding public office dread more than a headline por-
traying them as “soft on crime”; and have an arsenal of other effective 
tools to promote their agenda, including work slowdowns, mass rallies 
and public denunciations and criticisms.264 Individual police officers are 
generally well protected, seldom prosecuted for misconduct, and are al-
most never found personally liable for even egregious behavior.265 
It is within this context that the author examines Bill de Blasio, who 
is also touted as a progressive politician. Mayor de Blasio learned 
firsthand of the power of the city police union and law enforcement lobby 
after a shooter killed two NYPD officers in December 2014. This shoot-
ing followed a summer of unarmed killings of Black people by police; in 
New York City specifically, it followed the killings of Akai Gurley and, 
most infamously, Eric Garner. After the decision was made to not indict 
Eric Garner’s killer, Officer Daniel Pantaleo, Mayor de Blasio went on 
record as having advised his biracial son about being careful in any en-
counters he might have with the police.266 Ed Mullins, president of the 
Sergeants Benevolent Association, called de Blasio’s comments “really 
hypocritical and moronic.”267 Patrolmen’s Benevolent Association Pat-
rick J. Lynch claimed that the mayor threw the NYPD “under the bus,” 
and former mayor Rudolph Giuliani—of all people—called the mayor 
“racist.”268 After the death of the two NYPD officers in December 2014, 
both Patrick Lynch and Ed Mullins claimed that Mayor de Blasio had 
“blood on his hands” for promoting anti-police sentiments.269 These 
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claims were patently ridiculous, but effective nonetheless: the relation-
ship between the mayor and the police reached a nadir at this point, and 
both his approval ratings and his prospects for reelection took a turn for 
the worst over the following year.270 This prompted the mayor to try and 
mend the rift;271 and de Blasio has seemingly become one with the police 
ever since. Given this history, the argument can be made that Bill de 
Blasio’s current and apparently unconditional love of the NYPD stems 
more from having been broken by the law enforcement lobby, one of the 
most powerful lobbies in New York City, than from his belief in their 
practices. 
This argument loses weight, however, given the fact that it was de 
Blasio who brought in William Bratton as the police commissioner during 
his first term. It is difficult to profess to be an honest advocate for policing 
reform and then bring in a guy like Bratton, who is very much opposed to 
meaningful reform. Bratton is as out of touch with reality as he is racist; 
after the police killing of Eric Garner, he actually told the Associated 
Press that the NYPD “is not a racist organization – not at all.”272 Interest-
ingly enough, Bratton is aware of the abuses that law enforcement has 
inflicted on Black people throughout American history;273 thus, one must 
wonder at what point in Bratton’s reality did racism disappear from the 
department. Bratton is a strong believer in “broken windows policing,” 
the theory that serious crime can be prevented by going after minor of-
fenses, because it is the commission of minor offenses—not lack of eco-
nomic opportunity, not inequality and inadequacies in education, not un-
addressed mental health issues and psychological traumas—that lead to 
more serious crime. Broken windows policing is given much credit for 
why crime has gone down in New York City, despite the complete lack 
of evidence that broken windows policing caused crime to go down.274 
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Moreover, broken windows policing has been racist in both its origin and 
its application, with the overwhelming majority of people given sum-
monses and prosecuted for minor offenses having been Black or Latino.275 
The NYPD’s stop-and-frisk program, which Mayor de Blasio publicly 
denounced during his first mayoral campaign,276 was born out of broken 
windows policing.277 Thus, bringing in Bratton to serve as police chief 
calls into serious question whether de Blasio’s talk of policing reform was 
genuine, or just talk. 
Mayor de Blasio’s policy on crime and policing has consisted of al-
most full support for the NYPD’s practices. He has repeatedly approved 
of broken windows policing, calling it “effective”278 and “the right ap-
proach.”279 This “right approach” has also been a lucrative approach for 
the city: in 2013, for example, summonses brought in $8.7 million in rev-
enue for the city’s criminal courts.280 Bill Bratton sought to have 1,000 
cops added to the force; after an initial position that no new cops were 
needed, the de Blasio administration agreed to add that plus an additional 
297.281 De Blasio has defended the NYPD’s aggressive policing of fare-
beating, asserting that “it’s not an economic issue.”282 For the longest 
while, he opposed the Right to Know Act, two bills that require police to 
identify themselves, give out business cards during stops, and obtain con-
sent from people before searching them without probable cause.283 He has 
claimed that this legislation will “make it harder for police to do their 
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jobs.”284 City Council Speaker Melissa Mark-Viverito, a longtime de 
Blasio ally until recently,285 did her part by not allowing the bills to come 
to a vote.286 He only supported these bills after they were watered down 
following negotiations with the NYPD.287 Mayor de Blasio was so ac-
commodating for the NYPD that Commissioner Bratton made it a point 
to praise him, saying that he “has funded us in a phenomenal way . . . what 
more can a Mayor do? . . . He supports me on the major policy issues. 
[He] is very supportive . . . very engaged.”288 
Mayor de Blasio has refused to release disciplinary records for 
NYPD officers, including that of Eric Garner’s killer, ending a practice 
the NYPD has had for decades, including under right-winged mayors Mi-
chael Bloomberg and Rudy Giuliani.289 De Blasio claimed that state law 
is to blame for his inability to do so, yet—despite his claims that he would 
otherwise be willing to release them—he appealed a judge’s contrary 
reading of the law and subsequent order to turn over the records,290 an 
appeal which was successful.291 De Blasio vowed to veto a City Council 
bill to criminalize the use of chokeholds just months after the maneuver 
was used to kill Eric Garner.292 De Blasio takes credit for ending the 
NYPD’s unconstitutional use of stop-and-frisk, but the evidence for this 
claim is tenuous at best and non-existent at worst: stop-and-frisk numbers 
had fallen drastically by the time de Blasio got elected.293 For all his anti-
Trump talk about standing up to the president’s immigration policy,294 de 
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Blasio has done very little to protect non-citizens in New York City; in 
fact, his continued support of broken windows has endangered the very 
population he professes to seek to protect from President Donald 
Trump.295 In sum, Mayor de Blasio is no friend of advocates for criminal 
justice reform. 
Gravity knife prosecution and reform is a telling example of Mayor 
de Blasio’s pattern of marching along with the NYPD. His office wrote a 
memorandum to the legislature in June 2016 urging them to disapprove 
of the legislation, citing two examples—one of them false296—in support 
of his claim that so-called gravity knives are dangerous.297 He co-authored 
a similar memorandum to the governor in October 2016. He has continu-
ously trumpeted the NYPD’s claims that knife stabbings are on the rise, 
and has similarly provided no evidence that this uptick in crime was 
caused by illegal knives. That his position on this issue has put him 
squarely at odds with just about every criminal justice reform advocate 
that has taken a public position on this issue is of no moment to the mayor; 
the NYPD opposes gravity knife reform, so he opposes it as well. De 
Blasio’s motive for opposing gravity knife reform likely stems from a 
lack of concern due to the very nature of politics: de Blasio bows to the 
police lobby either willingly, or out of fear that his political career could 
be ruined. As the city’s economic head, however, Mayor de Blasio may 
also have a financial motive: broken-windows policing, which includes 
gravity knife arrests, has brought in substantial revenue for the city.298 
3. The New York City Police Department 
Why would the NYPD oppose gravity knife reform? According to 
Bill Bratton, former NYPD commissioner, legalizing gravity knives 
would compromise public safety and “endanger[] every police officer 
who makes a street stop or a car stop.”299 This familiar appeal to fear and 
increase in crime might seem earnest, but the reality is that the NYPD’s 
opposition has nothing to do with public safety; if it did, the organization 
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would go after the retailers and business establishments that sell these 
knives. They would have also opposed DA Vance’s action of expressly 
authorizing Paragon Sports to sell high-end knives that are, by their inter-
pretation, gravity knives. The logic here is not deep: if the state wanted to 
stop the spread of something, they would go after the users and the sup-
pliers. This happens with illegal drugs, guns, and other contraband: both 
possession and sale are criminalized; so the fact that this does not happen 
in the context of gravity knives fatally compromises this premise. The 
NYPD’s motive for opposing gravity knife reform likely boils down to 
two words: filling quotas.300 
New York City and New York State banned the use of quotas in 
2010,301 and NYPD top brass has continuously denied the use of quotas. 
In response to allegations by Officer Edwin Raymond about the depart-
ment’s use of quotas, then-commissioner Bratton said, “bull---- is my re-
sponse to that.”302 Oftentimes, however, the best evidence against a per-
son is his or her own mouth. The Village Voice recorded some of the 
comments written by NYPD officers on an online NYPD officer forum 
called Thee Rant.303 Some comments included: “discretion has been taken 
away and it’s all about numbers;” “rookies stalking the subways between 
5-7pm to catch a construction worker wearing one so they could get a . . . 
Big CPW [criminal possession of a weapon] arrest;” “[t]here was a time 
when a cop had discretion and used common sense when enforcing the 
law. Now we look at the public as a ‘number’ to use to keep our steady 
tours and make OT and we wonder why the public hates cops.”304 Several 
NYPD whistleblowers have come forward and admitted the existence of 
quotas, and filed a federal class-action lawsuit against the NYPD alleging 
the same.305 Other officers have also sued the NYPD for retaliation and 
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other claims in response to their objecting to its quota system.306 Some of 
those suing officers provided recordings of their supervisors who pushed 
for certain amounts of summonses to be written, arrests to be made, and/or 
stop-and-frisks to be performed.307 Former prosecutors have also admit-
ted to the same; Matt Galluzzo, a former Manhattan A.D.A., explained to 
the Village Voice how arrests for this offense helps officers meet quotas 
perhaps more so than arrests for other offenses: “You don’t have to fight 
the guy, you don’t have to chase him . . . it’s an easy way to make an 
arrest. And they’re under pressure to make arrests.”308 
The City recently settled a class action lawsuit, which alleged that 
police officers wrote over 900,000 bogus summonses to fill quotas, for a 
massive $75 million.309 This settlement followed a court battle that fea-
tured apparent evidence destruction on the part of the NYPD.310 Of 
course, the NYPD admitted no wrongdoing in the settlement, but none-
theless agreed to instruct their officers about the illegality of quotas.311 
Despite this settlement, people in the neighborhood, like Sharif Stinson, 
the lead plaintiff in that lawsuit, believe that cops still have quotas.312 Rel-
evant statistics at the very least suggest that a quota system exists, as traf-
fic ticket volumes start off low during the beginning of a given month, 
but surge during the middle and the end, despite a lack of a corresponding 
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increase in either vehicle collisions or crime reports for Vehicle and Traf-
fic Law violations.313 Promotions within the NYPD are likely still based 
upon, and performance still measured by, the numbers and the kinds of 
offenses police officers arrest or summons people for,314 despite the top 
brass’ claims to the contrary.315 For police officers, gravity knife arrests 
are simply an additional means to an end. 
4. Andrew Cuomo, Governor of the State of New York 
Of the four biggest opponents to gravity knife law reform, Governor 
Andrew Cuomo presents the most complex picture. Governor Cuomo has 
presided over a time period in which the state has taken apparent steps 
towards meaningful criminal justice reform. Cuomo signed into law a bill 
to raise the age in which people are prosecuted as adults from 16 to 18, 
joining the rest of America except North Carolina.316 Cuomo closed down 
thirteen prisons in 2011 and has vowed to close down more.317 In August 
2017, Cuomo announced an agreement to partner with several legal or-
ganizations to expand pro bono resources for state prisoners seeking 
clemency.318 He signed an executive order directing state agencies to 
work towards separating teenage inmates from adults.319 He also an-
nounced an initiative to fund programs to the tune of $7.5 million to offer 
college courses to incarcerated persons, with Manhattan District Attorney 
Cyrus Vance financing these programs.320 He also signed into law a bill 
that, for the first time ever, would allow for criminal convictions to be 
sealed in New York under particular conditions.321 Cuomo has certainly 
taken action on the criminal justice front that should be lauded. 
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When one examines these initiatives and new laws, however, a com-
mon theme is evident. Governor Cuomo’s focus has been largely on pris-
oners’ rights, as well as issues regarding individuals post-conviction. By 
the time people are in prison, they have already gone through the judicial 
process and dealt with the police, the prosecution, and judges. Helping 
incarcerated persons go to college, or separating incarcerated teenagers 
from incarcerated adults, or providing services to incarcerated persons 
seeking clemency, does not impact the NYPD, other police departments, 
or prosecutor’s offices. Closing prisons is unlikely to rub those players 
the wrong way, especially since: 1) both crime and the number of prison-
ers have declined statewide;322 and 2) all of the prisons that were closed 
were either minimum security or medium security.323 Thus, this is a rela-
tively safe area for Cuomo to enact “reform,” because it allows him to 
maintain the image of a progressive reformer without having to directly 
pit himself against law enforcement or prosecutors. Governor Cuomo 
does not take positions that require him to deal with arbitrary and racist 
police and prosecutorial behavior; doing so would require him to confront 
those players, and that could be at the detriment of his political career. In 
short, Cuomo would much rather deal with the cure than with prevention. 
When it comes to the type of reform that changes the status quo for 
police and prosecutors, Governor Cuomo has been found wanting. 
Cuomo has talked a lot about reforming New York’s laws with regards to 
bail, speedy trial, and discovery;324 yet he has taken few meaningful steps 
to reform these laws.325 This is particularly problematic since he has re-
peatedly criticized New York City Mayor Bill de Blasio for his “impo-
tence” with regards to closing Rikers Island;326 but without significant 
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bail reform, discovery reform, and speedy trial reform, closing Rikers will 
be a lot harder and more impractical to do.327 His bail reform proposals 
included a “dangerous to the community” factor that does not exist in the 
current bail statute and runs afoul of the purpose of bail: ensuring the de-
fendant’s return to court.328 In April 2017, Cuomo enacted a law that sup-
posedly requires videotaping custodial interrogations for certain violent 
offenses,329 but this law has almost no teeth: there are several “good 
cause” provisions that will exempt law enforcement from having to fol-
low the rule,330 some of which the police could theoretically invoke, even 
if untrue; and even if none of the “good cause” exemptions are found, 
suppression of a non-recorded statement solely on the basis that it was not 
recorded is barred under the law.331 Further, Cuomo has done just about 
nothing on issues regarding discriminatory or racist policing.332 
Cuomo’s opposition to gravity knife law reform makes sense in this 
context. To pass gravity knife law reform is to change how the law is 
enforced and prosecuted. Both law enforcement and prosecutors are uni-
formly against reform, so changing the law would put Cuomo in direct 
opposition with those forces. His two veto memos had the prints of the 
NYPD and the Manhattan District Attorney’s Office all over them. In his 
veto memo, Cuomo claimed that stabbings were on the rise and that there 
were 4,000 stabbings in 2015, some of the only statistics provided by the 
NYPD and the mayor’s office on this issue.333 His “proposed modifica-
tions” read much like DA Vance’s proposals that Assemblyman Quart 
discredited.334 He talked about how the second bill “would essentially le-
galize all folding knives,” indicating a continued confusion perpetrated 
by law enforcement and prosecutors that gravity knives are folding knives 
that a person can open with a flick of the wrist.335 And in both veto 
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memos, Cuomo has made clear his unwillingness to go along with any 
initiative that law enforcement opposes. 
If the rumors that Governor Cuomo intends to make a run for presi-
dent in 2020 are correct, Cuomo will likely need the support of the law 
enforcement lobby to win New York. And where police departments, po-
lice unions, and prosecution offices across New York have arrayed them-
selves against a particular initiative, adopting that initiative can hurt 
Cuomo’s chances. Even if he were not running for president, however, he 
would likely need law enforcement support to win a third term as gover-
nor.336 That support may be compromised if he passes gravity knife re-
form legislation. 
CONCLUSION 
Gravity knife prosecution in New York City is a classic example of 
the existence of law and order with no justice. At the root of it all is a law, 
a law that prohibits the possession of a particular type of knife. That type 
of knife has all but disappeared, but the law is now being interpreted in 
New York City to criminalize a whole class of knives that were never 
targeted under the statute. New York courts have consistently made pros-
ecuting such offenses easy and defending against such charges difficult. 
The law is frequently applied in an uneven manner: while business estab-
lishments have largely gone unpunished for selling these knives, unsus-
pecting New Yorkers—most of them Black or Brown—who innocently 
purchase these knives are arrested, prosecuted, imprisoned and, if they are 
not citizens, denied citizenship or even deported, for simple possession. 
The order, or the sanctioned processes and procedures, for correcting 
the resulting unfairness have hit a dead end. Constitutional challenges to 
the law have been continuously rejected. A few successes have come from 
seeking dismissals in furtherance of justice, but this avenue is limited and 
only solves the problem on an individual basis. Further, a big argument 
against such dismissals is that the judiciary is usurping the legislative 
function by deeming the law unfair. Legislative attempts to change the 
law have been unsuccessful; the bills first died out in the State Senate, 
and then were vetoed twice by Governor Cuomo. Thus, in spite of the 
existence of law and order, the unfair treatment of New Yorkers continues 
unabated and unaddressed. This reality, simply put, is unjust. 
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